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Inspired by the Pirates visited my home 
town Haifa in the 18th century, I wrote a 

story, which in its center, two known 
female pirates- Ann Bonnie and Mary Read. 

Through their adventures and my 
personal experience, growing in Haifa, I’ve 
created humoristic collages presenting 
the different scenes. I transferred the 

collages to my garments through 
digital printing combining embroidery 

made of self-created laser cut beads and 
Swarovski beads together with flex and 
foil prints. The collection consisting of 

Maxi dresses worn by men, influenced 
from the Rococo period that took place in 
the 18th century, combined with today’s 

appearance of graffiti artists.

PIRATEN
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The inspiration for this sustainability 
project was a store concept I 

imagined – a shared studio workspace 
and store for my partner Ilan (graphic 

desiger), and me. Ilan works on his
illustrations, sketching situations 

from the daily studio life and I work 
on my clothing collection. I pick and 

match some sketches for clothes, and 
they are colored and embroider on the 
garments by me. The garments reuse 

recycled clothes and fabrics. The 
studio and the store name is ID. It 

takes our initials and also deals with 
the clothes’ new identity.

THE SUSTAINABLE ID













It all started from a romantic 
story about a pink cape that was used 

as a camouflage for the British army in 
the desert at sunset and sunrise. This 
story turns out to be a fiction, certain 

theories claim that a collector was 
given a batch of these capes, cleaned, 

bleached and sold them under this
 romantic cover story. i was inspired 

from the original anti-gas cape 
functionality, as well from the fiction 
story. the inspiration for the 3D design 
I took from the ventilation holes, that 
were located in the under arm area of 
the cape, together with the amorphic 
shape of the camouflage pattern. The 
fabric manipulations I did were also 

inspired from the camouflage pattern.

PINK SUNSET















This project was made referencing the 
classic men’s white shirt, and from 

this reference I’ve taken the elements 
that served me while designing this 
collection.The inspiration for this 

project were the Japanese Ama divers. 
During the creation of this collection, 
I’ve taken inspiration from the flow and 

the freedom these divers had. This 
outfit’s using draping and 

patternmaking techniques. The graphics 
I’ve created to be printed were inspired 

by the mother of the pearl.

IN THE DEPHTS









In this project I’ve drawn inspiration 
from a 1962 coat designed by Balen-
ciaga. This coat was very classic and 

every-day looking on the outside, but 
inside it hid a very luxurious sable fur. 

The sable fur, mainly sourced in Si-
beria, led me to the Stilyagi - a youth 
counterculture that existed from the 
late 194o’s until the early 196o’s in 
the Soviet Union. The movement was 
formed by rich kids exposed to the 
American culture of the 195o’s who 

wanted to live the same way only in the 
grey and communist Soviet Union. That 
is why they had to sneak the colorful 

and “rich” style from the outside.

I’M A STAR












